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Inspired by aviation technology and precision standards, into daily door hinge hardware.



Konner. A Unity between Archi and Art.
Born to unite the requirements of architects and designers, 
Konner represents the cornerstone in door hardware. The 
Konner hardware series provides both architects and designers 
with equipment which not only provides a lifetime of assurance 
but also a symphony of design.
 
One Tone.
The genesis of Konner began with a simple request by a 
designer. A request which will resonate till this very moment. 
“Could all the hardware on the door be of a single tone?” A 
simple request which was found to be a monumental task 
unless a direct hand was placed when the pencil meets the 
paper. Black. Umber. Brass. Satin. Colours in symphony with 
hinges, locks, flush bolts, handles, latches and cylinders. One 
door. One tone.
 
One Lifetime.
A typical door opens and closes up to 1,000 times a year. That 
makes it 10,000 times in a decade. When design specifications 
were penned for all Konner hardware, 50,000 became a 
magic number for the team. 50,000 meant five decades. Five 
decades meant multi-generation. This magic number became 
a philosophy. A philosophy to build hardware which will last a 
lifetime across generations.
 
One Value.
“Consistent Tone, Consistent Quality, Consistent Value.” A big 
focus was placed during the manufacturing process to maintain 
a consistent price for all colour finishings within a product 
family. This focus will allow simplification during the specifying 
process, allowing designs without limits.

A GLIMPSE
OF KONNERPRECISION.

BEAUTY.

STRENGTH.



Making Better from Best
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Hi-Load. 
It does not just look good, but it works well. 
Titan incorporates Hi-Load technology, 
allowing it to withstand additional loads 
beyond hinges of its size. A key design 
requirement was also to build hardware which 
is maintenance free for its lifetime.

Finishing. 
The end result, combined with an
incredible gloss finish, has once again 
redefined what door hardware means. 
The Konner Titan is a our way of recognising 
the ever evolving architectural and design 
standards of our Archi and Design partners. 
Creating hardware solutions today to enable 
designs tomorrow.

Making Better from Best. 

Bringing the strength of Stealth and the 
beauty of Athena, the Titan represents the 
next milestone in aesthetic door hardware. 
Supportability for weight. Resistant to the 
environment. Every Titan is made from 
Marine-Grade Stainless Steel to withstand 
the harsh realities of the environment.

Who Came First? 
Learning from yesterday, building it today, 
making a difference for tomorrow. 
Titan defines Konner, encapsulating 
our beliefs in door hardware. Putting 
thousands of specifications into a single 
piece of hardware.

SS316. 
Incorporating an additional compound 
named molybdenum, Titan uses Stainless 
Steel Grade 316, which greatly increases 
its resistance to corrosion. Such levels of 
corrosion resistance allow partners to have 
greater confidence when using Titan, even at 
waterfront residences.

Composition Stainless Steel 316

Thickness 3 mm

Capacity 160 kg

Minimum Door Thickness 36 mm

Length 114.3 mm

Opening Angle 180°

Width 76.2 mm

Finishing Black

Gold Polished

Brass Polished

Dark Brown

Titan
 

114.30

R
10.0

0

76.20

13.60

3.30

5.30

3.00



Functionality Meets Art
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Functionality Meets Art.

Not every house is built the same. There are 
times when art takes a forefoot, ahead of 
hardware. The audacity to be different. 
Make a statement. A door is not just a 
door. The hinge is not just a hinge. It is not 
a support of the design philosophy, but a 
philosophy in itself. Yet philosophy does not 
give way to quality. CNC processing ensures 
a highly precise and seamless finishing, 
negating the need for ball bearings typically 
found in most hinges.  

Composition Brass

Thickness 3 mm

Capacity 120 kg

Minimum Door Thickness 36 mm

Length 102 mm

Opening Angle 180°

Width 37.5 mm

Finishing Nickel Satin

Gold Satin

Nickel Antique Distressed

Black Satin Distressed

Athena

8813

37.5

19 102 193

3

37.5



Invisible becomes visible
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The Konner Story Started with Stealth.

Originally built to meet the increasing 
requirements of tomorrow’s architectural 
requirements, an idea was hatched to bring 
aesthetics to technical hardware. This idea 
stretched the design and manufacturing team 
to unknown unknowns. How does archi and 
design marry? How does tech and 
art combine? Many sketches later, 
three binding laws were created to anchor 
Stealth design requirements.

Functionality. 
“It just feels right.” Heavier doors have 
made a return. Touch and feel. It just works 
differently. Stealth enables functionality 
enables door hardware emotion, supporting 
doors weighing up to 300kg. Stealth enables 
integration of door hardware into your daily 
habits. Stealthy, smooth, precise.

Seen to be Unseen. 
Stealth disappears comfortably behind frames 
and doors. Three axes of five millimeter of 
calibration freedom meant that it remains 
unseen while executing its duties. A door 
preparation mould is provided to maximize 
precision in the installation process. 
The detail that separates KONNER in 
its industry.

Invisible becomes visible. 
Built to be seen. It was not enough to be 
unseen, but also to function well when seen. 
Finishing was a key focus in the design and 
manufacture process. We work down to the 
detail because every millimeter is important, 
down to the hinge pin.

Composition Aluminium

Thickness 38 mm

Capacity 150 kg

Minimum Door Thickness 40 mm

Length 200 mm

Opening Angle 180°

Width 32 mm

Adjustment

Finishing

X: +/-5mm

y: +/-5mm

z: +/1mm

Black

Gold Satin

Umber

Stealth

A

82

32

32

16
2

32

38 38

R4

R12

20
0

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

A

BB

11 27

38



A Creation Like No Other
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A Creation Like No Others.

Built to last from the word Go. CNC from a 
single block of brass to ensure accuracy to 
nanometers. Refining the idea of a flush bolt, 
rethinking every element down to the throw 
and the edges. Bolt represents the pinnacle 
of precision in door hardware, moving 
well beyond what is required, to setting a 
new normal. Setting a new standard for 
flush bolts.

Composition Brass

Throw Diameter 11 mm

Length 304 mm

Finishing Black

Nickel

Brass

Width 25.4 mm

Throw Length 25.4 mm

Bolt 30

Composition Brass

Throw Diameter 11 mm

Length 1000 mm

Finishing Black

Nickel

Brass

Width 25.4 mm

Throw Length 25.4 mm

Bolt 100

25.4

25
.4

3
0.

4

40

40

10

19

11



Calculating Door Weight

Art is beautiful, and even more beautiful when it works. The foundation of Konner is based on an 
accurate calculation of door weights. These formulas provide a conservative estimate of your door 
weights and allow an initial insight into your door hardware requirements.

Volume Calculation: Length 2.8m x Width 1.0m x Thickness 0.05m = 140kg

Timbre Example: Volume of 140kg x Timbre Factor 1.0 = 140kg

Glass Example: Volume of 140kg x Glass Factor 2.5 = 350kg.

For a door weight of 140kg with a closer, we will add 20% to derive the final adjusted door weight.

Door Weight (140kg) + Closer Adjustment 20%  (28kg) = Adjusted Door Weight (168kg) 

Factors are additive, if this door has a closer and is expecting high traffic, we will adjust a further 10%:

Door Weight (140kg) + Closer Adjustment 20%  (28kg) + Traffic Adjustment 10% (14kg) = Adjusted Door Weight (182kg) 

Adjusted Door Weight

A common oversight is the lack of adjustment when additional hardware are being specified. 
These Rule of Thumbs were derived from our experience in the industry and are used to ensure 
appropriate specification of hardware for your requirements.

Actual Door Weight =

Door Weight

20% for Door Closer

50% for Door Closer with Backset

10% for Doors Anticipating High Traffic

Critical Width Factor (See Next Page)

+

Door Weight =

Door Volume
(Length x Width x Thickness)

X

Material Factor

(Timbre = 1.0)

(Glass = 2.5)



Critical Width Factor

Door Height / Door Width

Critical Width Weight 
Adjustment

+0%

+10%

+20%

+30%

Critical Width Factor

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.7

Height (mm)

2400

2400

2400

2400

Width (mm)

1200

1263

1333

1411

Critical Width Factor

With an increase in architectural requirements for wider doors, Konner uses the Critical Width 
Factor (CWF). The CWF is a simplified and conservative scale to cater for extra wide doors 
to prevent hinge failure. However, as a general Rule of Thumb (ROT), do not exceed widths of 
1100mm for wall hinges and 1400mm for floor hinges.

Hinge Placement 

Depending on the Adjusted Door Weight, the chart shows the recommended placement of 2, 3 or 
4 hinges. These placements are recommendations and could be overridden by other requirements. 
Call a Konner consultant if in doubt.
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